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Abstract

DeFi Leverage

This paper examines DeFi leverage, using wallet-level data on major lending platforms. The over-
all leverage typically ranges between 1.4 and 1.9, while the largest and most active users consis-
tently exhibit higher leverage in comparison to the rest. Leverage is mainly driven by loan-to-value
requirements and borrow rates, as well as crypto market price movements and sentiments. Higher
borrower leverage generally undermines lending resilience, particularly increasing the share of
outstanding debt that is close to be liquidated. Borrowers with high leverage are more likely to tilt
towards volatile collateral when their debt positions are about to be liquidated.

JEL classification: G12, G23, O36
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1 Introduction

Decentralized finance (DeFi) has witnessed a meteoric rise since 2020, disrupting traditional finan-

cial services by offering users an alternative way of conducting transactions. Among the plethora

of DeFi protocols, lending platforms have emerged as a cornerstone, facilitating collateralised bor-

rowing activities on an economically significant scale (Aramonte, Huang, and Schrimpf, 2021;

Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan, and Zhang, 2022). At their zenith, these platforms boasted over $35 bil-

lion in deposits and $25 billion in outstanding debt, underscoring their significance within the DeFi

ecosystem (IOSCO, 2022; FSB, 2023). Despite its importance, the intricacies of user behavior and

pool dynamics within DeFi lending remain largely unexplored.

Borrowing with collateral and the associated leverage, however, are not new topics in tradi-

tional finance. The role of collateral and leverage has been thoroughly investigated in general equi-

librium models (Geanakoplos, 2001; Geanakoplos, 2010), in financial intermediary theory (Adrian

and Shin, 2010; Adrian and Shin, 2014) and in asymmetric information problems (Acharya and

Viswanathan, 2011), as well as in eventful markets such as the repurchase agreements (i.e., repo)

(Infante, 2019). However, obtaining detailed data on user-level leverage has proven to be chal-

lenging, resulting in sporadic empirical analyses (with few exceptions such as Ang, Gorovyy, and

Van Inwegen, 2011; Kahraman and Tookes, 2017).

This paper aims to bridge these knowledge gaps by providing a comprehensive analysis of user

leverage in collateralised borrowing. The contribution of the paper is three-fold. Firstly, to the best

of our knowledge, we are the first that document user-level leverage in DeFi. Using granular data

from the Ethereum blockchain, our paper provides an extensive examination of DeFi leverage, elu-

cidating its overall trends, group disparities, and driving factors. Secondly, our analysis presents

new empirical evidence on the impact of leverage on lending resilience, with individual users’ in-

vestment portfolio data. Last but not least, the lessons gleaned from DeFi lending could potentially

be applied to repo and securities lending markets, given the similarities they share. Nevertheless,

we also systemically review the distinctions between DeFi lending and traditional collateralised

borrowing, such as repo.

The main findings consist of three parts. First, we examine the overall trends of DeFi leverage,

defined as the asset-to-equity ratio (i.e., the leverage concept in Adrian and Shin (2010) and Adrian
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and Shin (2014)). Throughout our sample period (January 2021 - March 2023), the overall leverage

of DeFi users ranges from 1.4 to 1.9. This leverage tracks the market-wide price movements with

an approximately 3-month lag, probably reflecting speculative motives in crypto trading (Biais,

Bisiere, Bouvard, Casamatta, and Menkveld, 2020; Auer, Cornelli, Doerr, Frost, and Gambacorta,

2023) This asset-to-equity ratio type of leverage is significantly lower than the implied leverage

by the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio (i.e., the leverage concept in Geanakoplos (2001) and Fostel and

Geanakoplos (2014)), which ranges from 3.4 to 4.8.

User leverage exhibits heterogeneity across groups. We identify three distinct user groups:

those with the largest outstanding debt, the most frequent users with lending protocols, and the

earliest adopters of borrowing. Our observations reveal that both the largest and most active wal-

lets exhibit higher leverage compared to the remaining users, with their average leverage often ex-

ceeding 2. We further classify wallets into those with long volatile asset positions and those with

short volatile asset positions. In other words, the long wallets pledge volatile coins as collateral

and borrow stablecoins and the short wallets pledge stablecoins as collateral and borrow volatile

coins. The leverage of short and long wallets is negatively correlated. Specifically, when volatile

assets appreciate, the leverage of long (short) wallets decreases (increases) as their collateral (debt)

value increases.

Next, we explore various hypotheses to identify the driving factors behind DeFi leverage. Our

findings indicate that a user’s leverage is higher, when he faces higher LTV-implied leverage, lower

borrowing cost, and higher market sentiment. In addition, it is striking that the actual leverage is

significantly lower than the (maximum) leverage allowed by the LTV ratio required by the lending

platforms, suggesting that DeFi borrowers tend to be more conservative due to the looming threat

of liquidation (see Section 2 for institutional background). Since borrowers face substantial losses

upon automatic liquidation, they generally avoid leveraging to the maximum extent, opting instead

for a more conservative approach with a sizeable buffer.

Our third finding pertains to the impact of borrowers’ high leverage. We first investigate how

borrower leverage affects DeFi lending resilience. We assess lending resilience using two metrics:

value-at-risk (VaR) and liquidation share. The former gauges the proportion of the pool nearing

liquidation, while the latter represents the share of loans that have been liquidated. All else being

equal, we discover that higher borrower leverage contributes to increased VaR, signifying height-
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ened risk within lending pools. In terms of liquidation share, borrower leverage seems to have no

significant influence as liquidations appear to be mainly event-driven and tend to amplify the initial

shocks (Lehar and Parlour, 2022). Last but not least, we find that the majority of the borrowers

whose positions are about to be liquidated do not adjust their collateral composition towards more

volatile assets. This is probably due to the fact that LTV ratio requirement is more stringent for

more volatile assets. However, conditional on those that do tilt towards volatile collateral, when a

borrower’s leverage is higher, he has more aggressive strategic collateral adjustment. This is con-

sistent with the asymmetric information problem stemming from the pooling of collateral across

borrowers (Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan, and Zhang, 2022).

We contribute to three relevant strands of literature. The first one is a young but fast growing lit-

erature on DeFi lending.1 Aramonte, Huang, and Schrimpf (2021) provide a primer on the essential

building blocks in DeFi, highlighting the illusion of decentralisation. Carapella, Dumas, Gerszten,

Swem, and Wall (2022) discuss the potentials and risks of DeFi platforms. Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan,

and Zhang (2022) construct a theoretical model of DeFi lending that captures the distinct feature of

collateral pooling across borrowers and the associated asymmetric information problem. Rivera,

Saleh, and Vandeweyer (2023) show that the pre-determined interest rate curves of DeFi lending is

less efficient compared to traditional lending platforms. Lehar and Parlour (2022) study the price

impact of liquidations in DeFi lending, identifying a potential source of fragility and spillover fac-

tor in this nascent financial segment. Heimbach, Schertenleib, and Wattenhofer (2023) examine a

recent episode in which the available liquidity of a lending pool was entirely depleted and analyse

the underlying issues and counterfactual. Our research complements this strand of literature by

presenting new evidence on DeFi leverage and its consequent effect on lending resilience.

The second relevant strand of literature relates to leverage in traditional markets. McGuire and

Tsatsaronis (2008) put forth a “regression-based” methodology for estimating hedge fund leverage

using publicly available data. Ang, Gorovyy, and Van Inwegen (2011) provide an in-depth analysis

on hedge fund leverage based on supervisory data. Adrian and Shin (2014) examine the impact of

leverage on financial stability, as well as its procyclicality. Kahraman and Tookes (2017) use the

1Another strand of the literature relates to trading in DeFi and in crypto in general. Interested readers can refer to
Aoyagi and Ito (2021); Lehar and Parlour (2021); Capponi and Jia (2021); Barbon and Ranaldo (2021); Hasbrouck,
Rivera, and Saleh (2022); Capponi, Jia, and Yu (2022) and Malinova and Park (2023) for the former, and Cong and He
(2019); Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, Casamatta, and Menkveld (2020); Makarov and Schoar (2021); Schmeling, Schrimpf,
and Todorov (2022) and Auer, Cornelli, Doerr, Frost, and Gambacorta (2023) for the latter.
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unique features of India’ margin trading system to establish a causal relationship between traders’

leverage and a stock’s market liquidity. Utilising the granular transaction data, we contribute to

this literature by identifying the distinct driving factors behind leverage and the impact of high

borrower leverage.

We also contribute to the literature on repo markets. Krishnamurthy, Nagel, and Orlov (2014)

find that repo volume backed by private asset-backed securities falls to near zero during the global

financial crisis. In contrast, Copeland, Martin, and Walker (2014) present evidence suggesting that

there was no system-wide run on repo, using confidential data on tri-party repo. Infante (2019)

develops a model of repo intermediation that reconciles the discrepancy in the aforementioned

analysis on repo market runs. We enrich this strand of literature by understanding an alternative

approach of collateralised borrowing.

The rest of the paper is organised in the following. We first explain the mechanics of DeFi

lending and contrast that to repo trading and securities lending in Section 2. In Section 3, we

show the stylised facts on DeFi leverage, describing the trend as well as the group features. To

understand the driving factors, we run wallet-day level panel regressions to test several hypotheses.

Section 4 looks into the impact of leverage on lending pool resilience. Section 5 examines how

high leverage affects borrowers’ collateral selection when their positions are close to be liquidated.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Institutional background and data

How DeFi lending works. On DeFi lending platforms, a user can deposit crypto assets into a

lending pool and receives a claim on his share of the pool. Smart contracts behind these platforms

enable the user to use this claim as collateral to borrow from the same asset or other assets, subject

to loan-to-value (LTV) ratios (Figure 1). Table 1 reports the LTV ratio as of end-March 2023 for

major crypto assets. For instance, on Aave v2, the LTV ratio of USDC – a main stablecoin – is

80%, which means that for a collateral value of $100 USDC, one can have a debt value of up to $80.

Thus, the associated haircut requirement of USDC is 20% and the implied maximum leverage is 5

(= 1
1−LTV ratio ). The LTV ratio varies across collateral and time depending on the risk management

of the DeFi lending platforms. Appendix A provides a detailed description on how the LTV ratio
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and borrowing/deposit rates are determined in DeFi lending. We note here that the LTV ratio is set

and updated by the protocol governance – a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO).

Table 1. Loan-to-value ratio and implied leverage. LTV is loan-to-value ratio. Haircut is the corresponding discount
of the collateral value. LeverageI is the implied leverage requirement from the LTV ratio. The data is from lending
platforms as of 31 March, 2023.

Aave v2 Compound
LTV Haircut LeverageI LTV Haircut LeverageI

USDC 0.800 0.200 5.000 0.855 0.145 6.897
USDT 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
DAI 0.750 0.250 4.000 0.835 0.165 6.061
ETH 0.825 0.175 5.714 0.825 0.175 5.714
BTC 0.720 0.280 3.571 0.700 0.300 3.333

There are two leverage concepts. One is the leverage requirement imposed by the lending

platforms – i.e., the maximum leverage implied by the LTV ratio – which is a key variable in

the leverage cycle proposed by Geanakoplos (2010); Fostel and Geanakoplos (2014). The other

concept is the actual leverage in the user’s portfolio, which measures to what extent the user’s

assets are support by his own equity – i.e., the asset-to-equity ratio (Adrian and Boyarchenko,

2012; Adrian and Shin, 2014). Figure 1 shows a stylised balance sheet of a user that uses volatile

coins (VC) as collateral to borrow stablecoins (SC). From the user’s perspective, his assets include

the deposits on these platforms and other coins he held external to DeFi lending platforms. His

liabilities consist of (collateralised) debt on these platforms. The difference between assets and debt

constitutes the user’s equity. Both concepts capture different aspects of leverage. Given the focus

of this paper is on the users’ borrowing behaviours, the term “leverage” refers to the asset-to-equity

ratio, while “(LTV-)implied leverage” refers to the leverage (or margin) requirement imposed by

the platform.

How DeFi lending differs from repo and securities borrowing. DeFi lending bears similari-

ties to repo and securities borrowing but also exhibits unique characteristics. Table 2 summarises

the key differences. First, DeFi lending counterparties tend to be pseudonymous, whereas repo

counterparties are usually known. Second, DeFi lending pools collateral across borrowers, as the
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Figure 1. Mechanics of DeFi lending. This figure shows the balance sheet of a user that borrows stablecoins (SC)
using volatile coins (VC) as collateral.

pool claim is used as collateral (Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan, and Zhang, 2022), while repo collateral

is typically segregated among borrowers (Copeland, Martin, and Walker, 2014).

Third, DeFi lending features predefined borrow rates and haircuts, with borrow rates dependent

on the utilization rate, or the proportion of the pool asset lent out (Rivera, Saleh, and Vandeweyer,

2023). Conversely, repo rates and haircuts are determined flexibly through dealer interactions with

cash investors and borrowers (Geanakoplos, 2010). In addition, the maturity in DeFi lending is by

default perpetual, although borrowers can choose to repay early. Repos are short-term instruments,

often overnight.

Furthermore, as DeFi lending platforms strive to automate the whole lending procedures, they

typically put in place liquidation mechanisms to protect lenders from borrowers’ defaults. When

a loan gets close to undercollateralisation – i.e., when the LTV ratio rises above a liquidation

threshold – the position becomes available for liquidation and its collateral is auctioned off at a

discount to liquidators in exchange for repaying the debt (see Appendix A for detail description).

As a result, the close-out process in DeFi lending is automatic while that in traditional repo and

securities lending typically takes time and is initiated by the non-defaulting party. Note that, with

such automatic close-out process in DeFi, a loan can still turn to be bad debt (which is debt position

whose value is larger than the collateral value) when no liquidators are willing to take on the

collateral. This could happen typically when (i) the collateral price spirals downwards so that the

discount is not profitable or (ii) the loan value is so small that the profit from the discount does not

cover transaction costs such as gas fees. Lastly, DeFi lending also allows users to deposit without
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Table 2. Key differences between DeFi lending and repo/securities borrowing.

DeFi lending Repo/securities borrowing
Counterparty pseudo-anonymous identifiable
Collateral pooled across borrowers segregated
Borrow rate pre-defined function of utilisation flexible
Haircuts pre-defined flexible
Maturity perpetual, borrower’s option to repay early short-term
Close-out process automatically done by liquidators non-defaulting party starts the process

borrowing.

Data collection. We run an erigon Ethereum archive execution client and a Lighthouse consen-

sus client to collect DeFi lending protocol data. In particular, we analyze data for Aave v1, Aave

v2 and Compound v2 – the biggest lending platforms on the Ethereum blockchain. Together, they

account for approximately 80% of the value locked in lending protocols.2

For all wallet addresses that borrow from Aave and Compound, we collect their daily debt

and deposit values on the platforms from 1 January 2021 through 31 March 2023. We have an

observation for a user if he has outstanding debt at the end of the day and does not have bad debt

(because bad debt positions can have negative leverage when collateral value is smaller than debt

value). In addition, we collect the daily values of other crypto assets held by these wallets outside

of the lending platforms.3 We also get price information from oracles – i.e., data sources used by

these lending platforms. All values are in USD and we use “wallets” and “users” interchangeably.4

Appendix B reports the step-by-step data cleaning procedures.

2https://defillama.com/protocols/lending/Ethereum
3We track the balances of ETH, as well as the biggest 20 ERC-20 tokens in terms market capitalization on

Ethereum, which represent 95% of the total market capitalization and should therefore provide us with good esti-
mate of the value of the tokens held in a wallet.

4Note that a wallet can represent funds from multiple investors and an investor can have multiple wallets. Our
data do not allow analysis on the actual ownership structure. Interested readers can refer to Victor (2020) for Ethereum
address clustering heuristics.
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3 DeFi leverage and drivers

3.1 Overview of DeFi user leverage

We start our analysis by providing the summary statistics of our data sample in Table 3. In total, we

have 11,130,928 observations for 55,948 users (Panel A). Not all users are active across the whole

sample period. A typical user is active – i.e., with outstanding debt on DeFi lending platforms – for

about 200 days in our sample. On average, a user’s daily outstanding debt amounts to around $0.6

million, with a daily outstanding asset of around $1.2 million. This leads to an average daily equity

of around $0.6 million. These large numbers suggest that lending activities in DeFi is economically

significant. Out of the three platforms, Aave v2 is the most popular, with the highest number of

active users and of observations. Compound v2 has especially large outstanding positions, with

an average daily debt reaching $1 million. In comparison, Aave v1 and v2 have smaller positions,

with average daily debt positions of around $0.2 million and $0.3 million, respectively.

The average daily statistics are biased by large users. Panel B in Table 3 shows the heterogene-

ity across users. The median debt is less than 0.7% of mean debt, i.e., there are few extremely large

positions that drive up the mean significantly. A similar pattern emerges for the assets and equity.

In terms of leverage, the sample does not look as skew. The average leverage of a wallet is 1.6,

while the median is 1.4 and the top quantile is 1.9. However, the maximum leverage could reach

above 7.5. As to the LTV-implied leverage, the mean and median are materially higher, amounting

to 4.3 and 4.0 respectively. The maximum implied leverage, however, is just slightly above the

maximum actual leverage.

Figure 2 presents the time variation of user leverage (blue solid line) and juxtaposes it with

crypto market price movements (grey dotted line) and LTV-implied leverage (black dashed line).

In the same spirit in Liu, Tsyvinski, and Wu (2022), the crypto market index is calculated as an

outstanding-debt-weighted average of crypto assets that are available on the three DeFi lending

platforms. There are three takeaways from this figure. First. the overall leverage ranges from 1.4

to 1.8 in our sample period5. It is similar to the level of hedge fund leverage, which is around 1.5

5Note that Table 3 reports distribution statistics across users, while Figure 2 first aggregates leverage across wallet
for each day and then report the average across time
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Table 3. Summary statistics. In panel A, #Wallets is the number of wallets, #Obs is the number of observations and
ratio represents the ratio between the number of observations and the number of wallets. For debt, assets and equity,
we first aggregate across days for each wallet and report the average across users. In panel B, we report the distribution
statistics across users.

Panel A: Overall sample
Platform #Wallets (Unit) #Obs (Unit) Ratio (Unit) Avg daily debt ($) Avg daily asset ($) Avg daily equity ($)
AAVEV1 4,629 1,358,940 294 224,498 607,759 383,261
AAVEV2 42,123 9,625,813 229 340,479 685,142 344,662
CompoundV2 16,836 5,862,197 348 985,870 1,752,627 766,757
Total 57,555 13,094,094 228 580,497 1,168,491 587,995

Panel B: Heterogeneity across users
Variable Mean Std 25% Median 75% Max
Debt ($) 580,497 13,258,569 72 4,038 36,644 1,123,007,715
Assets ($) 1,168,492 22,937,139 1,080 15,824 121,712 2,828,857,418
Equity ($) 587,995 11,825,693 793 10,069 76,905 1,833,842,618
Leverage (Unit) 1.644 0.731 1.140 1.431 1.861 7.554
LeverageI (Unit) 4.229 1.130 3.428 4.000 5.068 7.692

after GFC (Ang, Gorovyy, and Van Inwegen, 2011). Second, DeFi user leverage appears to track

the crypto market price movements closely, but with an around 3-month lag. This is consistent

with the speculative trading motives in crypto documented in Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, Casamatta,

and Menkveld (2020) and Auer, Cornelli, Doerr, Frost, and Gambacorta (2023). Third, the actual

leverage taken by DeFi users is significantly lower than the LTV-implied leverage, which ranges

from 3.5 to 4.8 in our sample period. This suggests that DeFi users are very conservative in taking

up leverage. A potential reason is the loss generated from the automatic close-out process, i.e.,

the liquidation loss. When a user’s LTV ratio rises above a certain threshold, his collateral will be

auctioned to liquidators at a significant discount, incurring material losses for the borrower (see

explanation in Section 2 and in Appendix A).

3.2 Leverage of different user groups

Given the heterogeneity across users, we classify them into the following three groups to under-

stand how leverage varies. The first group is the largest users, which are the 1000 users with the

largest average outstanding debts. The second group is the most active users, which are the 1000

users with the highest number of borrow activities during the sample period. The third group is

the earliest users, which are the first 1000 wallets that took out debt on each lending platforms.
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Figure 2. Leverage vs LTV-implied leverage. We plot the time series of average daily leverage (blue solid line) and
implied leverage (black dashed line) across all wallets with outstanding debts. The grey dotted line in the background
indicates the market-wide price movements of crypto assets.
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There is overlap between the groups: 194 wallets are both amongst the largest and most active.

The overlap between the earliest users and the largest and most active is very small. Appendix B

provides more detail on the distribution across the three groups.

Panel A in Figure 3a presents the time series of leverage across the three groups. The largest

and most active users have higher leverage compared to the rest. Their average leverage tends

to exceed 2. The earliest users, on the other hand, exhibit a lower leverage than the rest. The

underlying reason could be that these users are testing accounts as they typically have very small

debt positions (< $100). Additionally, given all the three lending platforms launched before the

start of our sample period, a significant fraction of the earliest users is no longer active during our

sample period.

In addition, we differentiate two types of users: the ones with long leverage and with short

leverage. A user that deposits volatile coins (VC) such as ETH and borrows stablecoins (SC) such

as USDC has long leverage. This trade is similar to a repurchase agreement (repo). VC is on the

asset side and SC is on the liability side. We consider a user with long leverage, if at least 80%

of his debt are SC and at least 80% of the collateral are VC. Alternatively, a user can deposit SC

and use that claim of the pool as collateral to borrow VC. The user has short leverage and this

transaction is similar to securities borrowing. VC is on the liability side and SC is on the asset

side. We consider a user with short leverage, if at least 80% of his collateral are SC and at least
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Figure 3. Leverage across groups.

(a) Leverage of the most active, the largest and the earliest. We plot the mean daily leverage of of the most active
(black dotted line), the largest (blue solid line), the earliest (yellow dashed dotted line) and all (grey dashed line)
wallets with open loan across time.
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(b) Long and short leverage time series. We plot the mean daily leverage of long (red solid line) and short (green
dotted line) leverage wallets with open loan across time. The grey dashed line in the background indicates the average
leverage of all wallets.
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80% of the debt are VC.

Panel B in Figure 3a shows the time series of the average leverage of the long users (red solid

line) and that of the short users (green dashed line). One striking feature is that the leverage of the

short and long users are negatively correlated. When the leverage of the long users increases, that

of the short users decreases, and vice versa. This likely reflects the impact of crypto asset price

fluctuations on DeFi user leverage. When VC price appreciates, the collateral value of long users

increases while their SC debt value remains unchanged, leading to a decrease in their leverage.

In contrary, in this case, the collateral value of short users remains unchanged, while their VC
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debt value increases, leading to an increase of their leverage. Thus, the VC price movements have

opposite effects on the leverage of the long and short users, giving rise to a negative correlation

between the leverage of the two groups. An additional observation is that the long users experience

significant deleveraging after the Celsius bankruptcy in June 2022. A similar pattern, however,

does not hold for the short users.

Table 4 reports the distribution of leverage amongst users with long and short leverage. The

first observation is that users typically have long leverage. The number of observations with long

leverage exceeds that with short leverage by more than a factor of ten. The long leverage users

tend to be more active, with an average of active day reaching about 200 days, which is twice as

much as that for the short leverage users. Secondly, on average and across the various quantiles,

the leverage of the short users is higher than that of the long users, even though this is not apparent

in Figure 3a (because the reported statistics weigh the average leverage of each wallet equally

independent of the number of days they were active for).

Table 4. Distribution leverage amongst of wallets with long and short leverage. We first aggregate the leverage
across days for each wallet and report the statistics across wallets. We further report the number of observations and
unique wallets with long ans short leverage, as well as the ratio to indicate the mean number of observations per wallet.

Mean Std 25% 50% 75% #Wallets #Obs Ratio

Long 1.511 0.516 1.119 1.380 1.730 42,647 8,615,139 202
Short 1.725 0.736 1.190 1.532 2.015 4,554 526,361 116

3.3 Drivers behind leverage

3.3.1 Hypothesis development

Next we are going to study the driving factors of DeFi leverage. There are two critical contractual

terms in collateralised borrowing: haircuts (implied by LTV) and borrow rates. When an asset has

a lower haircut, a user can pledge it to borrow a higher amount of debt, i.e., with a higher LTV

ratio and thus a higher implied leverage (Fostel and Geanakoplos, 2014). In traditional finance, the

LTV-implied leverage is typically also the actual leverage taken out by a borrower. As shown in

Figure 2, the actual leverage in DeFi borrowers is much lower than the LTV-implied leverage, or
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the so-called margin requirement. Still, as indicated in Figure 2, one would expect that a user that

faces a higher LTV-implied leverage (i.e., a looser margin requirement) will have a higher actual

leverage.

Hypothesis 1. A user has higher leverage when the LTV-implied leverage is higher.

To test Hypothesis 1, we construct a wallet-day level variable of the LTV-implied leverage:

LeverageI . We first get the daily time series of the LTV ratio for each crypto asset j and convert

them into time series of the implied leverage:

LeverageI
j,t =

1
1 − LTV j,t

. (1)

For each wallet i, we then calculate the debt-weighted implied leverage across all crypto assets

that are in the wallet’s debt portfolio J (in which Debti, j,t is the outstanding debt of crypto asset j

of wallet i on day t):

LeverageI
i,t =

∑
J(Debti, j,t × LeverageI

j,t)∑
J Debti, j,t

. (2)

Thus, LeverageI
i,t captures the LTV-implied leverage for wallet i on day t. For the actual leverage,

we get the total asset and total debt for each wallet-day, and calculate the equity as the difference

between the asset and debt. Leveragei,t is the asset-to-equity ratio for wallet i on day t. Hypothesis

1 implies that Leveragei,t increases in LeverageI
i,t.

The second hypothesis pertains to the borrow rate. In the case of floating rate debts, when the

borrow rate increases, the cost of taking leverage is higher, which should suppresses a user’s actual

leverage (Geanakoplos, 2001).

Hypothesis 2. A user has higher leverage when he faces lower borrowing cost.

To test Hypothesis 2, we get the daily time series of the (floating) borrow rate for each crypto

asset. For each wallet-day, we then calculate the debt-weighted implied leverage across all crypto

assets that are in the wallet’s floating debt portfolio for that day (similar to Equation 2). Thus,

BorrowRatei,t captures the borrowing cost faced by wallet i on day t. Note that most debts on

DeFi lending platforms are floating rate debts (as known as “variable rate debts” in the crypto

terminology). In our sample, over 95% of the debts are floating rate debts. Hypothesis 2 implies
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that Leveragei,t decreases in BorrowRatei,t.

The third hypothesis relates to a typical feature of crypto activities, speculation and momen-

tum types of trading. Auer, Cornelli, Doerr, Frost, and Gambacorta (2023) document that crypto

price movements are closely related to the enthusiasm, or sentiment, in crypto markets. They show

that a key driving factor for Bitcoin price movements is the number of active users of crypto ex-

changes. This is consistent with the earlier literature that reports the speculative activities/motives

in crypto market (Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, Casamatta, and Menkveld, 2020; Aramonte, Huang,

and Schrimpf, 2021). In the context of DeFi lending, Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan, and Zhang (2022)

models some key features in DeFi lending and find that sentiment matters. Thus, we hypothesise

that market sentiment will increase a user’s actual leverage.

Hypothesis 3. A user has higher leverage when the sentiment is higher.

To test Hypothesis 3, we construct a market sentiment variable that is particularly relevant for

DeFi lending. We first get the daily time series of the utilisation rate for each crypto asset, i.e.,

the proportion of a crypto asset that has been lent out in the total deposit amount of that asset. A

high utilisation rate, thus, indicates that the crypto asset is “popular” in the lending platform. For

each wallet-day, we then calculate the debt-weighted utilisation rate across all crypto assets that

are in the wallet’s floating debt portfolio for that day (in the same spirit of Equation 2). Thus,

Utilisationi,t captures the popularity, or the market sentiment, of the debt portfolio of wallet i on

day t. Hypothesis 3 implies that Leveragei,t increases in Utilisationi,t.

There is a closely related, yet fundamentally different, mechanism on how crypto price move-

ments could affect user leverage. As shown in Figure 3b, price movements of the volatile coins

(VC), which also captures essentially the crypto market price movements given the stablecoin (SC)

prices are relatively stable, have opposite effects on the actual leverage of a long user and that of

a short user. When VC depreciates, a long user has higher leverage as his VC collateral value

decreases and SC debt value remains unchanged. In the contrary, a short user has higher leverage

when VC appreciates. Hypothesis 4 summarises these effects.

Hypothesis 4. A long user has higher leverage when (volatile) crypto assets depreciate. In oppo-

site, a short user has higher leverage when crypto assets appreciate.

To test Hypothesis 4, we first construct a variable that indicates a user’s direction of lending on
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a given day: +1 for long position and −1 for short position, following the categorisation method-

ology in Figure 3b and Table 4.

Signi,t =


+1, if at least 80% of debt are SC and at least 80% of collateral are VC;

−1, if at least 80% of debt are VC and at least 80% of collateral are SC;

0, others.

(3)

We then multiply Signi,t with the crypto market price index on day t shown in Figure 2, which

is the outstanding-debt weighed average of prices across all crypto assets that can be borrowed in

the three lending platforms. Thus, we have a wallet-day level variable that captures the opposite

effects of crypto price movements on long and short users: SignedVCPricei,t. Hypothesis 4 implies

that Leveragei,t increases in SignedVCPricei,t.

The last hypothesis examines the impact on leverage of another key interest rate – deposit rate.

When deposit rates are higher, users are incentivised to move more assets to DeFi lending platform,

increasing assets without expanding debt. This leads to a decreasing leverage.

Hypothesis 5. A user has higher leverage when he faces higher deposit cost.

Similar to to the construction of BorrowRatei,t, we build DepoRatei,t in two steps. First, we

get the time series of the deposit rates for crypto assets that can be deposited on the three DeFi

lending platforms. Then, we calculate the deposit-weighted average across all crypto assets that

are deposited by wallet i on day t. Hypothesis 5 implies that Leveragei,t decreases in DepoRatei,t.

3.3.2 Regression results

To formally test these hypotheses, we estimate the following panel regressions:

Leveragei,t = β0 + β1LeverageI
i,t + β2BorrowRatei,t + β3Utilisationi,t (4)

+ β4SignedVCPricei,t + β5DepoRatei,t + γi + µt + εi,t

We include time and wallet fixed effects to capture the omitted variations across time (i.e.,
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market-wide developments like interest rate movements of fiat currencies and concentration in

borrowing and lending) and across wallets (i.e., wallet-specific but time-invariant characteristics).

To ensure robustness, we estimate the double-clustered standard errors following Petersen (2008).

Table 5 reports the regression results. The first column is estimated on the whole sample. As

expected, leverage increases in LTV-implied leverage and decreases in borrow rate. When util-

isation, the proxy for sentiment and popularity, is higher, leverage increases. For long (short)

leverage wallets, their leverage decreases (increases) when VC collateral (debt) appreciates. Sur-

prisingly, leverage increases in deposit rate, indicating that DeFi users are not sensitive to deposit

rate changes, which violates Hypothesis 5. All coefficients are significant at 1%.

Given the skewness of the sample, we exclude the largest 1% and smallest 1% wallets and

run the regression on a winsorised sample (the second column in Table 5) to find that the results

are robust. We further examine the three groups of wallets identified before (the third to the last

columns) and observe that the patterns are mostly consistent. The sole variation is that the most

active users’ leverage decreases with deposit rates but not with significance. It suggests that this

group is more rate-sensitive compared to the rest.

Table 5. Driving factors of DeFi leverage. We report the regression results for the following model Leveragei,t =

β0 +β1LeverageI
i,t +β2BorrowRatei,t +β3Utilisationi,t +β4SignedVCPricei,t +β5DepoRatei,t +γi +µt +εi,t. We estimate

the double-clustered standard errors following Petersen (2008). T-stats are reported in brackets.

All Winsorised Largest MostActive Earliest

LeverageI 0.0733 0.0730 0.0787 0.1828 0.0941
(15.949) (15.900) (1.5705) (6.4636) (4.2723)

BorrowRate -0.0243 -0.0232 -0.2011 -0.1203 -0.0639
(-3.4034) (-3.2806) (-2.1428) (-4.0654) (-2.5926)

Utilisation 0.0384 0.0351 0.4388 0.3910 0.0170
(3.0288) (2.7237) (2.7277) (3.7228) (0.3744)

SignedVCPrice -0.0461 -0.0452 -0.1008 -0.0596 -0.0159
(-17.966) (-17.268) (-4.6999) (-4.0984) (-1.6230)

DepoRate 0.0495 0.0416 2.0048 -0.0744 0.1196
(2.7183) (2.3259) (1.9794) (-0.6022) (0.4642)

No. Observations 12469250 12147296 174949 331675 439399
R-squared 0.0154 0.0149 0.0417 0.0458 0.0202
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4 The impact of leverage on lending resilience

We next investigate the impact of leverage on the resilience of DeFi lending pools. As discussed in

Section 2, DeFi lending relies on overcollateralisation to prevent defaults and the associated losses.

When collateral values decline, however, borrowers could still default. To mitigate such risk, DeFi

platforms allow anyone to liquidate a loan when the loan-to-value ratio exceeds a certain threshold,

i.e., the so-called “liquidation threshold”.

We examine two resilience measures. One is the value-at-risk (VaR) of the pool, i.e., the share

of the pool that is close to be liquidated. The other is the share of the pool that has been actually

liquidated. The former indicates how many debt positions in a given crypto asset pool are at risk

of liquidation, while the latter signals the materialisation of such risk. Both resilience measures

could be closely related to the actual leverage of the borrowers of the pool.

Figure 4a shows the average VaR on Aave v2 (black dotted line) and juxtaposes that with the

borrower leverage (blus solid line) and the crypto price index (grey dashed line). It is remarkable

that the VaR of the pool tracks closely the debt-weighted average of borrower leverage, especially

in the first half of the sample. It suggests that when the borrowers take higher leverage, a higher

share of the pool that is close to be liquidated. In other words, lending resilience deteriorates when

borrower leverage increases.

Figure 4b shows the share of liquidation volume in the outstanding debt (yellow solid line).

Large liquidation spikes often coincide with significant price fluctuations in crypto assets. Notably,

before mid-2021, the spikes of liquidation share were more frequent as the lending pools were

relatively small. However, since 2022, these spikes became more event-driven, as evidenced by

incidents such as the USD Terra crash (the first vertical line), the Celsius bankruptcy (second

vertical line), the FTX collapse (third vertical line), an attack on Aave in November 2022 (fourth

vertical line), and the USDC depegging due to the SVB collapse (fifth vertical line). It appears that

the spiky share of liquidation volume is not that closely related to borrower leverage.

To better understand the impact of leverage on pool resilience, we estimate the following panel

regressions:
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Figure 4. Lending resilience.

(a) Daily proportion of debt at risk on Aave v2. We consider a debt position at risk if the position’s health factor
dropped below 1.1 (see appendix A).The black dotted line is the value-at-risk of the pool. The blue solid line is the
debt-weighted average of borrower leverage. The grey dashed line is the crypto market price index.
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(b) Daily proportion of liquidated debt on Aave v2. The grey line in the background indicates the ETH price and
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PoolResilience j,t = α + βBorrowerLeverage j,t + θControl j,t + γ j + µt + ε j,t (5)

where the dependent variable is the pool-day resilience measure (i.e., Value-at-Risk or liquidation

share), and the key explanatory variable is borrower leverage. We include relevant control variables

such as the liquidation threshold, the loan-to-value ratio (LTV), the realised volatility and the

concentration index (HHI) of borrowers, as well as the time and pool fixed effects.

Table 6 reports the regression results. Panel A is for the lending pools in Aave v2 and Panel
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Table 6. DeFi leverage and pool resilience. We report the regression results for the following model
PoolResilience j,t = α+ βBorrowerLeverage j,t + θControl j,t + γ j +µt + ε j,t where the dependent variable is the pool-day
resilience measure (i.e., Value-at-Risk or liquidation share), and the key explanatory variable is borrower leverage.
Control variables include liquidation threshold, the loan-to-value ratio (LTV), the realised volatility and the concen-
tration index (HHI) of borrowers. We also include the time and pool fixed effects. We estimate the double-clustered
standard errors following Petersen (2008). T-stats are reported in brackets.

VaR_all VaR_vc VaR_sc LiqShare_all LiqShare_vc LiqShare_sc
Panel A: Aave v2

BorrowLeverage 0.9294 0.6401 1.0905 0.0035 0.0050 0.0003
(6.1483) (2.6581) (7.5222) (1.3124) (1.1126) (0.1588)

LiquidationThreshold -1.0640 -0.8478 -1.9173 -0.0124 -0.0205 0.0101
(-3.6809) (-2.3764) (-2.4069) (-1.5839) (-2.5692) (1.3029)

LTV 0.7578 0.6253 -0.3485 0.0134 0.0187 -0.0196
(3.8707) (2.8279) (-0.6036) (1.7298) (2.3840) (-1.0681)

RealizedVol -0.0210 -0.0137 0.0183 0.0183 0.0229 0.0271
(-0.6561) (-0.3095) (0.5691) (1.7422) (1.5019) (1.5791)

HHI -8.198e-05 -0.0397 0.0371 -0.0020 -0.0013 -0.0036
(-0.0033) (-1.1135) (0.5968) (-3.3763) (-2.1145) (-2.2106)

No. Observations 21177 13962 7215 22851 15591 7260
R-squared 0.3564 0.1495 0.6633 0.0116 0.0146 0.0416

Panel B: Compound
BorrowLeverage 1.2304 1.1786 0.4969 0.0020 0.0022 -0.0032

(4.2947) (2.9497) (1.8653) (1.4127) (1.6657) (-1.1204)
liquidationThreshold -0.0601 -0.0025 -5.8448 -0.0003 -0.0004 0.0004

(-0.3303) (-0.0208) (-5.5897) (-0.4125) (-0.4817) (0.0789)
realizedVol -0.0565 0.0096 -0.0468 -0.0007 0.0155 -0.0107

(-0.7013) (0.1027) (-1.3314) (-0.1134) (1.7011) (-2.3901)
demandHHI -0.0915 -0.0480 -0.0539 -0.0002 -7.63e-05 -2.88e-05

(-1.4659) (-0.9847) (-0.3508) (-0.2156) (-0.1201) (-0.0090)
No. Observations 11147 7292 3855 11865 7939 3926
R-squared 0.2800 0.3519 0.5292 0.0001 0.0026 0.0012
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B is for Compound. The first three columns present the results of the panel regressions with the

dependent variable being VaR and the sample being the full, VC only and SC only. The key take-

away is that when borrower leverage is higher, VaR is higher, signalling higher risk in lending

pools. This pattern is broadly consistent in Aave v2 and in Compound pools. The last three

columns report the results of the regressions with the dependent variable being liquidation share.

Coefficients of borrower leverage are generally positive but not significant, likely due to the fact

that liquidations are rather event-driven and tend to be self-amplifying (Lehar and Parlour, 2022).

The pattern is consistent with Figures 4a and 4b. When the borrower leverage is higher, a large

share of the pool is close to be liquidated. But the higher leverage does not significantly affect the

share of the pool that has actually been liquidated.

5 Collateral selection at liquidation

One unique feature of DeFi lending is the pooling of collateral across borrowers. Figure 5 illus-

trates how this works via a simple example. Suppose there are two borrowers B1 and B2 and two

lenders L1 and L2 for the pool of USDC. Borrower B1 collateralises his USDC loan with Bitcoin

(BTC) while B2 uses Doge coin (DOGE) as collateral. Consider the following three cases, each as

a more stressful case than the previous one.

Figure 5. Pooling of collateral across borrowers. This figure shows a stylised example of how collateral is pooled
across borrowers, focusing on the users of the USDC pool (green). Wallet B1 and B2 are borrowers of USDC, using
BTC (yellow) and DOGE (red) as collateral, respectively. Wallet L1 and L2 are the lenders of USDC.
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Case 1 is when the DOGE price decreases and B2’s loan-to-value (LTV) ratio falls below the

liquidation threshold. In this case, B2’s DOGE collateral is auctioned off to liquidators at a discount

to repay his USDC debt. The lenders can choose to redeem their claims of the USDC pool, but

only to the extent that is available in the USDC pool as some of the USDC are still “occupied” by

B1’s debt positions.

Case 2 is when both BTC and DOGE prices decrease and both B1’s and B2’s USDC debt

positions are liquidated. Similar to case 1, both BTC and DOGE collateral is auctioned off to

liquidators at discounts to repay the USDC debt. The lenders can choose to redeem all their claims.

Case 3 is when both BTC and DOGE prices plummeted and only B1’s debt position is liqui-

dated successfully while B2’s position turns to bad debt. In other words, the DOGE price decreases

so fast that the collateral value falls below the debt value. In this case, whoever among the two

lenders that redeem first his claim of the USDC pool will make whole, while the other lender will

end up with the bad debt.

This simple example shows that the composition of the collateral that backs the debt positions

is extremely fluid and difficult to be monitored by lenders, which also features in the novel setup

in Chiu, Ozdenoren, Yuan, and Zhang (2022). The authors find that with this feature, there exists

self-fulfilling sentiment equilibria, i.e., the overall quality of the collateral declines when the mar-

ket sentiment deteriorates. The reason is that, due to the pooling of collateral across borrowers,

borrowers have information advantage over lenders on the quality of the collateral. Thus, borrow-

ers can substitute low quality collateral for high quality one when they expect their debt positions

to be liquidated. In the example in Figure 5 in which the quality of BTC is assumed to be higher

than that of DOGE, borrower B1 could potentially choose to deposit DOGE and withdraw BTC –

hencing swaping BTC collateral for DOGE collateral without affecting his USDC debt – when he

expects his debt positions to be liquidated due to bad sentiment.

The granular wallet-level data allows us to investigate if borrowers who are about to be liq-

uidated adjust their collateral composition towards lower quality assets. In total 1,526 wallets

were liquidated in our sample. For each one of these wallets, we calculate the portfolio-weighted

collateral volatility 30 days ahead of its liquidation CollateralVoli,t where t runs from -29 to 0.

In addition, we construct a “simulated” volatility measure SimulatedVoli,t that fixes the portfolio

composition on day -29.
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CollateralVoli,t =

∑
K(CollateralValuek,i,t × Volk,t)∑

K CollateralValuek,i,t
, (6)

SimulatedVoli,t =

∑
K(CollateralValuek,i,−29 × Volk,t)∑

K CollateralValuek,i,−29
, (7)

Diffi = CollateralVoli,0 − SimulatedVoli,0. (8)

where K is the set of collateral of wallet i on day t, CollateralValuek,i,t is the collateral value of

crypto asset k of wallet i on day t and Volk,t is the volatility of crypto asset k on day t.

If SimulatedVoli,0 is lower than CollateralVoli,0 – i.e., Diffi > 0 – it means that wallet i tilts

towards more volatile, hence lower quality, assets as collateral on the day when it was liquidated.

Figure 6a shows the distribution of Diffi0 across all wallets that were liquidated in our sample. The

key result is that most of these wallets did not modify their collateral composition 30 days ahead of

the final liquidation, i.e., no strategic collateral selection at close to liquidation. This result likely

reflects the fact that LTV requirement of more volatile collateral is more stringent than that of less

volatile one. For instance, in the example above, when borrower B1 swaps DOGE collateral for

BTC collateral, he would need to put in more DOGE than BTC he withdraws because the LTV

requirement for DOGE is more restrictive than that for BTC. Hence, to the extent that the LTV

requirements take into account the quality of collateral perfectly, such strategic collateral selection

should not take place and should not expose lenders to higher risk even if that type of activity takes

place.

That said, a small amount of wallets indeed tilted towards to more volatile collateral as indi-

cated by the right tail of the distribution. Figure 6b zooms in on the wallets that have positive Diffi,

i.e., those that tilted towards volatile collateral, and plots Diffi against leverage. The plot indicates

some positive correlation between the two variables, i.e., when a wallet’s leverage is higher, it tilted

towards more volatile collateral.

We run the following cross-sectional regression to investigate the relationship between leverage

and the behaviour of collateral selection:
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Figure 6. Collateral selection. Panel A plots the histogram for Diffi of all wallets that were liquidated in our sample.
Panel B is a scatter plot. The x-axis is the actual leverage 30 days ahead of the liquidation. The y-axis is Diffi. The
sample includes only the wallets that have positive Diffi.
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Diffi = β0 + β1Leveragei + Debti + εi (9)

where Leveragei is the wallet’s leverage 30 days ahead of the liquidation, and Debti is the wallet’s

outstanding debt 30 days ahead of the liquidation.

Table 7 reports the regression results. The first column shows that when the wallet’s leverage

is higher, the difference between the actual collateral volatility and the simulated one that keep

the collateral composition unchanged is higher. In addition, when the wallet’s implied-leverage re-

quirement (from the LTV ratio) is higher, it also titled towards more volatile collateral, as indicated

by the second column. This is likely due to the fact that crypto assets that are more stable typically

have higher implied-leverage from the LTV ratio. When a user initially has more stable collateral,

it is easier to move to more volatile collateral. Column 3, to some extent, confirms this intuition.

When the difference between the implied leverage and the actual leverage is higher for a wallet, it

has more “room” to migrate to volatile collateral and thus has a higher Diff.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have documented user-level leverage in DeFi for the first time in the literature.

Throughout our sample period between January 2021 and March 2023, the overall leverage of DeFi
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Table 7. The impact of leverage on collateral selection. We report the regression results for the following cross-
sectional regression Diffi = β0 + β1Leveragei + Debti + εi where the dependent variable is Diffi defined in Equation 8,
Leveragei is the wallet’s leverage 30 days ahead of the liquidation, and Debti is the wallet’s outstanding debt 30 days
ahead of the liquidation. T-stats are reported in brackets.

Diff Diff Diff
Leverage 0.0078

(4.561)
LeverageI 0.0050

(5.594)
LeverageI - Leverage 0.0100

(6.067)
Debt -0.0001 -0.0002 0.0000

(-0.595) (-0.990) (0.214)
No. Observation 145 145 145
R-squared 0.1754 0.1836 0.1383

lending protocol users ranges from 1.4 to 1.9. The largest and most active users consistently exhibit

higher leverage compared to the remaining users, with their average leverage often exceeding 2.

Our analysis reveals that user-level leverage is primarily influenced by LTV-implied leverage

and borrow rates, as well as the crypto market sentiment and price movements. However, the

material difference between the actual leverage and the LTV-implied leverage suggests that DeFi

borrowers tend to adopt a more conservative approach due to the ever-present threat of liquidation.

Furthermore, we investigate the impact of high borrower leverage. We find that higher borrower

leverage generally undermines lending resilience. This is particularly true for the value-at-risk

of lending pools, i.e., the share of outstanding debts that are close to being liquidated. When a

borrower’s leverage is higher, it is more likely to tilt towards more volatile collateral when the debt

is about to be liquidated.
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A Lending Protocol Background

Lending protocols utilize pre-defined rules executed through smart contracts, which automate and

regulate the protocol’s operations. To become a lender, individuals must lock their assets in the

protocol’s smart contract and will receive a deposit rate in return for providing the collateral. On

the other hand, borrowers can obtain loans by depositing collateral and borrowing against it. It is

important to note that borrowers are subject to a substantial collateral haircut, ranging from 10% to

40%, based on the type of collateral provided. The haircut is expressed by the loan-to-value ratio

in lending protocols and is pre-defined by the protocol governance6. A unique feature of DeFi

lending is that borrowers pay a borrow rate on their debt, but also receive a deposit rate for their

collateral.

DeFi lending protocols typically offer loans with an open-ended repayment period, allowing

borrowers to repay the loan at their convenience. A user can take out debt, as long as the value of

value of the collateral after the collateral haircut is applied, exceeds the value of the debt. To be

precise, a user can take out debt, as long as

∑
i∈A

(Ci · ltvi) ≥
∑
i∈A

Di,

where A are the platform’s assets, while Ci is the collateral amount in asset i and Di is the debt

amount in asset i. Additionally, ltvi is the loan-to-value for asset i.

The interest rate charged on the borrowed amount is applied periodically and is typically a

floating rate, determined by the current utilization of the borrowed asset. The borrow rate is applied

periodically by adjusting the borrower’s debt balance. An asset’s a utilization at time t can be

calculated as the ratio of the total outstanding debt (Da
t ) to the collateral (Ca

t ), i.e.,

Ua
t =

Da
t

Ca
t
.

In the following we describe how borrow and deposit rates are set on Aave and Compound. As

6Aave and Compound are governed by a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO). A DAO decision-making
process is governed by code. The stakeholders in a DAO hold voting power that is proportional to their stake in the
DAO’s native token, enabling them to participate in the decision-making process and propose changes to the protocol’s
rules or parameters.
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the specifics vary slightly, we will go through them one by one. Aave allows borrowers to choose

between fixed and floating interest payments. A floating borrow rate loan is always charged at the

current fixed borrow rate, while a fixed borrow rate is supposed to remain fixed for the duration of

the loan. It can only be adjusted in special circumstances7. The borrow rate for asset a at time t is

given by

ra
t =


ra

0 +
Ua

t

Ua
optimal

ra
slope1

if Ua
t ≤ Ua

optimal,

ra
0 + ra

slope1
+

Ua
t − Ua

optimal

1 − Ua
optimal

ra
slope2

if Ua
t > Ua

optimal.

In the previous, Ua
t is the asset’s utilization. The remaining parameters (ra

0, ra
slope1

, ra
slope2

, Ua
optimal)

are parameters set by the protocol governance to reflect the risks related to the asset. It’s worth

noting that the parameters for fixed and floating loans of the same asset can vary, with the parame-

ters for fixed loans being more cautious. Moreover, Ua
optimal represents the desired utilization of the

protocol, and if the utilization surpasses Uoptimal, the borrowing rates increase rapidly.

The deposit rate da
t for lenders at time t is then determined as follows

da
t = Ua

t (Da,s
t r̃a,s

t + Da,v
t ra,v

t )(1 − Ra),

where Ds
t denotes the share of fixed loans, rs

t represents the average fixed borrow rate, Dv
t represents

the share of floating loans, and rv
t denotes the floating borrow rate. Additionally, Ra is the reserve

factor, which indicates the minimum shares of borrow rate payments that are directed towards

the protocol’s treasury. It is important to note that lenders can withdraw their assets at any time,

provided that the utilization level allows it. In other words, there must be adequate funds available

that are not currently being borrowed.

As opposed to Aave, Compound only offers variable interest rate loans. Furthermore, while

Aave indicates annualized rates and then charges for the time the money was borrowed, Compound

charges a per block rate. The borrow rate of assets on Compound either follows the standard

interest rate model, where the borrow rate for asset a at time t is

ra
t = ra

0 + Ua
t · r

a
slope,

7https://medium.com/aave/aave-borrowing-rates-upgraded-f6c8b27973a7
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or using the jump interest rate model, where similarly to Aave, the borrow rate is computed as

ra
t =


ra

0 + Ua
t ra

slope1
if Ua

t ≤ Ua
optimal,

ra
0 + Ua

optimalr
a
slope1
+ Ua

t − Ua
optimalr

a
slope2

if Ua
t > Ua

optimal.

where Ua
t is again the asset’s utilization and the configuration parameters (ra

0, ra
slope1

, ra
slope2

, Ua
optimal)

are pre-defined parameters set by the protocol governance. Finally, deposit rate on Compound

follows a similar logic to the deposit rate on Aave and is then given by

da
t = ra

t · U
a
t (1 − Ra),

where ra
t is the borrow rate and Ra the reserve factor.

Liquidations. Both Aave and Compound have liquidation mechanisms in place for loans that

are close to becoming under-collateralized, i.e., the lower-than-market value of collateral no longer

exceeds the value of the debt. To express this lending protocolc compute a positions health factor.

To be precise, a positions health factor is given by

H =

∑
i∈A

(Ci · li)∑
i∈A

Di
.

Here, A refers to the assets that are available on the platform, while Ci represents the collateral

amount of the loan position in asset i and Di represents the debt amount of the loan position in

asset i. Additionally, li is a pre-defined parameter that represents the liquidation threshold for asset

i. In Compound, the liquidation threshold corresponds to the loan-to-value ratio, which determines

whether a position can be opened. On the other hand, Aave implements a more relaxed liquidation

threshold compared to the loan-to-value ratio.

A position becomes available for liquidation if the health factor drops below. Consider the

following example, if the value of the debt exceeds 80% of the collateral value, a position with a

liquidation threshold of 80% is considered under-collateralized. When a position becomes eligible

for liquidation, its collateral is auctioned off at a discount to liquidators in exchange for repaying
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the debt.

B Data Collection and Cleaning

Wallet-Level Data. We collected information on daily debt, collateral, and asset balances for all

wallets that borrowed from any of the three protocols. The original dataset consisted of 19,618,615

observations of active wallets with outstanding debt, out of a total of 68,213 wallets. For the

wallet-level analysis, we removed observations with bad debt, which refers to a negative weighted

average health factor (cf. Appendix A) across the three lending protocols. This was necessary to

avoid distorting the data set due to the infinite or even negative leverage that can result from bad

debt. Additionally, we excluded observations from wallets whose debt never exceeds 1 USD. After

this data cleaning process, we were left with 13,094,094 observations from 57,555 unique wallets.

Further, we identify three groups: (1) the 1000 most active users in terms of the number of

borrows during our observation period, (2) the biggest users in terms of average outstanding debt

on their active days, and (3) the 1000 earliest users on each of the three lending protocols. We

show the overlap between these three groups in Figure A1.

Pool-Level Data. In addition to gathering daily data for all lending protocol users, we also gather

daily data regarding the pool configuration, i.e., borrow rate, deposit rate, LTV, and liquidation

threshold. We combine this with the full wallet-level data (i.e., without removing small positions

or positions with bad debt) to obtain the pool-level variables outlined in Section 4.
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Figure A1. Venn diagram showing overlap between different groups.
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